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Appendix B:  Basic Skills

Images

Images refer to things like line drawings, technical drawings, charts,
graphs and photographic type images.  They may be generated in a
wide variety of ways:
• images may be constructed (drawing, painting, photography, ...)
• digital images may be constructed with drawing (Corel Draw,

AutoSketch, ...) or painting software (PaintShop, Photo Paint,
PhotoShop, ...)

• they may be acquired by searching collections on CD-ROM or
the Internet, directly acquired by scanning them with a flatbed
scanner, or acquired with a digital camera and transferred to the
computer.

Digital images may be saved in a variety of  file formats.  Any image
can be modified or edited by opening it in a program that can read
the file format. Points to note:
• software uses propriety formats
• there are universal formats such as .jpg, .gif  and .png
• files my be converted from one format to another
• some formats allow compression to save disk space.
• some compression methods are lossy (the image loses details)
• image compression techniques may often be used multiple times,

but if it is lossy method, they cannot be uncompressed

Topic 1: Communication
Graphics - Sketches and
Simple Technical Drawings

The Topic 5: Introduction to Communications Graphics section in Chapter 3
and Appendix A deals with the concepts and techniques associated
with sketching and technical drawing.  Refer to that section for
further information.  In particular, note the examples provided and
the methodology outlined for completing technical drawings.

Topic 2: Communications
Multimedia - Images, Audio
and Video
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Audio

Audio can refer to regular audio taped sound or to the use of audio
files on the computer.  Audio files are acquired in a variety of ways:
• from a digital source such as a CD-ROM collection or from the

Internet.
• by digitizing them through the use of an audio capture card and

the appropriate software. Windows includes a capture program
called Sound Recorder that can be used with a microphone or a
line source.

There are a number of  audio file formats:
• The most popular Windows type is .wav.
• Windows also supports Midi, RealAudio and others
• Audio files may be manipulated and edited, similarly to text files,

by using an audio editor.

Video

Video refers to NTSC (National Television System Committee)
television style images.  They may be created using camcorders,
professional cameras, video recorders, or digital video camcorders.
They may also be created using digital video camcorders.  NTSC
Video (8mm, Hi8mm, VHS-C, VHS, SVHS, BETA, and others) can
be transferred to the computer by using a video capture card such as
the Intel Smart Recorder series.  Other options include a video card
such as the ATI All-In-Wonder Pro (has NTSC video in and out, and
connections for the computer monitor), or the Matrox Mystique
video card with the Rainbow Runner add-on that has inputs and
outputs for NTSC video.  Software to capture video and audio, and
to edit and output the results is usually included with video capture
cards.

When the video and audio are captured they become digital signals
and are edited just like any other computer file.  There is no
generational loss as there is in editing audio tape or video tape which
employ analog signals.

Digital video may be created directly with no intermediate analog
signal.  A digital video recorder may be used, such as a DV
Camcorder.  The digital information has to be transferred to the
computer for editing and requires an interface card.  The standard
interface for video capture is an IEEE 1394 card called ‘FireWire’.
FireWire does not capture the video in the same fashion as cards that
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connect to regular camcorders.  Instead, it changes it from one digital
file format to another so that editing can take place on the computer.
The same card is used to transfer the edited files back to the DV
recorder.  Regular capture cards can lose video information during
the capture.  FireWire cards are doing a digital file transfer, so no
data is lost. Many digital cameras also allow data to be transferred to
the computer via the USB (Universal Serial Bus) port.

Digital video may also be created directly on the computer by using
a small digital camera that connects directly to the parallel port or to
the USB port of  the computer.  As a rule, the quality is lower than
that of  other methods.  This is, however, the least costly method to
obtain digital video.  If  certain conditions are met, this method gives
quite acceptable results.

The Document

Print and electronic documents have common components (e.g.,
text, images, diagrams and multiple columns) but electronic
documents also include animations, video, audio and multimedia.

Complex documents are usually constructed with desktop publishing
tools if  they are to be printed.  For example, Microsoft Publisher is
an inexpensive, but very powerful tool.  Others, such as Quark
Express or Adobe's PageMaker and FrameMaker are much more
expensive.  The latter are used for more complex jobs such as
books, magazines, and catalogs.

Electronic documents such as CD-ROM encyclopedias are
constructed with highly specialized multimedia authoring tools such
as IconAuthor.  Internet and Intranet documents are constructed
with a wide variety of  tools and methods  HyperText Markup
Language (HTML) is at the core of most of them.  It can
incorporate a wide variety of  information and data formats from
audio to video, from text to complex drawings and animations.

Student construction of documents should include a variety of
information formats.

Topic 3: Document Creation
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Overview

Students need to be given guidance for report development and
presentation.  Many courses at the Intermediate level provide
students with opportunities to present reports to their peers, teacher,
and others.  Design and technological problem solving activities serve
as a means of evolution and enrichment to society; there is usually a
continuation of many activities that were originally started by other
people in possibly other places.  Documentation is a crucial
mechanism that preserves findings and solutions to problems.  As
well, presentation of that documentation ensures others clearly
understand its contents and be able to make an intelligent
interpretation of it.

Students should be aware of the following points:
• Purpose of Presentation.  There needs to be a clear rationale

stated explaining why a particular activity was undertaken and the
reasons for its presentation to others.  This is a very brief
statement indicating the purpose of the presentation.

• Outline.  There should be a listing of the components of the
presentation.  This is essentially a table of contents, or an agenda.
Presentations of design activities usually include the steps of the
design process as its outline:

• Problem Situation

• Design Brief

• Investigation and Research

• Identification of  Possible Solutions

• Best Solution

• Development of the Solution

• Evaluation of the Solution (includes prototyping and
testing)

• Presentation Details.  The content of the presentation.  The
agenda, or table of contents, should be followed.  There is a
need for sufficient information that doesn’t include too much
detail.   Presenters should assume the audience, typically other
students and the teacher, knows and understands the
components of the design activity but need clarification on the
specific aspects of the design activity being presented.

Topic 4: Presentation of Ideas
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• Summary.  This would be a summary of  the contents of  the
presentation.  A summary should be very brief and stated as
concluding remarks. This is especially important for reports on
design activities.  For example, the summary would include:

• a sentence stating the problem

• a sentence stating the solution

• a few sentences stating a suggested course of  action for
the future

Presentations can avail of  multimedia and computer technologies.
For example, many students will develop electronic slideshows using
popular presentation software.
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